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July 2013 Action Sheet: 

Securing the Paralympic Legacy: 
Call for UK leadership on inclusive education at the UN 
 
 

A year ago… 

Can you believe it’s almost a year since the excitement 

of London 2012? We can’t. We were so proud to be 

British when the UK hosted the best Paralympic Games 

ever. Finally, the amazing feats of Paralympic athletes 

were given the same equal status as those competing 

in the Olympics.  

With your help, we also made this moment about UK 

leadership on education for children with disabilities in 

developing countries. You called on the UK 

Government to ensure that inspiration didn’t stop with 

Paralympic medal-winners, but reached the millions of 

disabled children in developing countries who are 

ignored, locked away and denied a good education. Our 

grassroots activists wrote to Ministers, galvanised 

support from Paralympians themselves, and played a 

major role in an event in Parliament that brought 

together activists, Paralympians and policy-makers to 

call for UK aid to education to reach disabled children. 

Why is this issue important? 

Children with disabilities are amongst the most 

marginalised and vulnerable in the world. In many 

countries, disability can be both a cause and a 

consequence of poverty. And disabled children are 

routinely denied access to education that could 

transform their lives and empower them to play an 

active role in society. Despite success getting more 

children into school over the past 13 years, the latest 

figures from the United Nations (UNESCO) estimate 

that there are still 57 million children of primary school 

age who are excluded from education around the 

world. Despite the poor data that exists on disabled 

children, some estimates suggest that as many as 30% 

of that 57 million may be children living with a 

disability. Studies also show that being disabled more 

than doubles the chance of never enrolling in school in 

some countries. For more on the exclusion of disabled 

children from education see Background Sheet 1. 

Yet despite the fact that people with a disability make 

up around 15% of the global population, disability was 

not mentioned at all in the Millennium Development 

Goals (MDGs) or the accompanying targets and 

indicators. This has further excluded disabled children 

from development efforts.  

Signs of real progress 

TAKE ACTION:  
Last year, the UK made us proud by hosting the best Paralympic Games ever. It’s almost a year later, and there are 
signs of real progress in the UK Government’s efforts to reach disabled children through their education aid 
programmes. Meanwhile in September, the United Nations is hosting a rare ‘High Level Meeting’ on Disability and 
Development, and we want the UK to lead by example and call for all donors to ensure their aid and development 
efforts secure every disabled child’s right to a good education. Ministers in the UK Government are determined to 
‘Secure the Paralympic Legacy’ – we want you to tell them how.  
Take action: 

1. As a group, write a letter to Lynne Featherstone MP, the lead Minister at the Department for International 
Development on education and disability.  

 Tell her how proud you are of the way the UK hosted the Paralympic Games. 

 Thank her for the UK’s leadership on disability and development over recent months. 

 Ask her to secure the UK’s Paralympic legacy by taking a global lead on inclusive education at the UN 
High Level Meeting on Disability & Development on 23rd September. 

 Make sure as many of you as possible sign the letter, and send it to: Lynne Featherstone MP, 
Parliamentary Under-Secretary of State for International Development, 22 Whitehall, London SW1A 
2EG. 

 

2. If you’re on Twitter, Tweet @lfeatherstone to ask how she’ll secure the Paralympic legacy at the UN 
meeting in September. 

 

3. Contact a local GB Paralympian! Last year we asked you to create ‘champions for change’ by asking some of 
our amazing GB Paralympians to champion the cause of inclusive education in poor countries. Now is a great 
time to go back to them (or find a new one!) and say “we haven’t forgotten”. Tell them how proud you are of 
them, and ask them to champion our cause.  
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After all of our campaigning last year, it’s exciting to be 

able to report some important signs of progress in the 

UK Government’s approach to disability in its aid work.  

The UN’s High Level Panel on Post-2015 Development, 

co-chaired by Prime Minister David Cameron, recently 

published its report proposing what should replace the 

MDGs in 2015. The report includes several strong 

references to disability, and argues for a transformative 

shift that “Leaves no-one behind”. For more info on the 

High Level panel’s progress, see Background Sheet 1 

There are also signs that the Ministers at the UK’s 

Department for International Development (DFID) 

realise that reaching disabled people with our aid 

efforts is fundamental to ending poverty and ensuring 

every child gets a good education. Lynne Featherstone 

MP, the lead Minister at DFID on education and 

disability, recently published an op-ed in the Sunday 

Times saying “it is essential that, if we are to continue 

to make inroads into global poverty, we must make 

supporting disabled people a top priority”. In the 

article, the Minister talks about the need to secure the 

legacy of the Paralympics and says, “millions of 

[disabled] children are denied an education because 

they can’t see their textbooks, hear their teachers or 

get to school”. She concludes that “a nation should be 

judged on how it treats its most vulnerable – and that 

goes for how we deliver international aid too”.  

Why take action now? 

On 23rd September, Lynne Featherstone will be 

travelling to New York for a special UN High Level 

Meeting on Disability & Development. This event takes 

place just two days before the UN holds a major 

summit reviewing progress on the MDGs and discussing 

plans for post-2015 development. So it’s a rare and 

vital moment for global leadership to ensure every 

disabled child can achieve their right to a good 

education. See Background Sheet 1 for more detail on 

the UN Disability meeting.  

September will be exactly one year on from the London 

2012 Paralympic Games, and we want the UK to lead 

by example, announcing that they will make all their 

aid programmes, especially their education 

programmes, inclusive of disabled children. We want to 

see Lynne Featherstone leading the charge for a major 

global effort to reach children with disabilities both 

before and after 2015.  

We have already seen great UK leadership on 

international development this year. The Government 

has reached the historic target of spending 0.7% of our 

income on aid, David Cameron has co-chaired the UN 

Panel on the future of development post-2015, and we 

have just hosted the G8 in Northern Ireland where 

major pledges were made to tackle hunger and under-

nutrition. This year, the UK became the biggest bilateral 

donor to education in the world, prioritising education 

at a time when many donors were cutting their aid 

budgets. That makes our Government uniquely placed 

to influence other donors and to galvanise global 

action on inclusive education.  

How can Paralympians help? 

Last year, we asked you to reach out to some of our GB 

Paralympic heroes to ask them to champion the cause 

of inclusive education for disabled children in 

developing countries. We had a great response, 

culminating in three Paralympians (Ann Wafula Strike, 

Sarah Storey and Ade Adepitan) speaking at a 

Parliamentary event we organised on inclusive 

education that was attended by lots of MPs.  

Paralympians like these can be fantastic advocates on 

this issue. Many of them know exactly the challenges 

and discrimination that can face disabled people, but 

they are also incredible role models of what 

empowered people with disabilities are capable of 

achieving. They’re also celebrities, especially after 

London 2012, and many of them will be in the limelight 

again this summer with several “Legacy Games” events 

planned to celebrate the Olympic and Paralympic 

Legacy. So now is a great time to get in touch with a 

Paralympian and ask them to support your cause. 

Background Sheet 2 explains how. 

The power of your RESULTS grassroots group 

This month we’re asking you to really work as a group 

of activists to ensure you have maximum influence on 

this crucial issue. By writing a group letter, signed by 

you all (and anyone else you can find!), you’ll be saying 

to Lynne Featherstone that you are proud UK citizens 

who want to see our Paralympic legacy secured by 

reaching every disabled children through our aid 

programmes. By working as a team we hope you can 

also make contact with a Paralympian, and persuade 

them to advocate on this issue.  

Don’t forget – You have the power to change things. 


